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For years they lived as ordinary Norwegian
until the police turned up and sent them back
to their home countries. While asylum
applications are processed and rejections are
appealed, children of asylum seekers begin
school, learn Norwegian and make friends.
They become part of their local communities
and establish family routines. They have
dreams and aspirations – just like any other
Norwegian child. Families claiming asylum
often stay for years without residence permit
while their cases are investigated. Many refuse
to leave or appeal the rejection of their claim.
In due course, children feel that Norway is their
home while their country of origin becomes an
unfamiliar place.
Between January and October 2014 alone,
543 minors were deported from Norway. 80 of
these had lived in the country for four years or
more. They were sent to countries like
Afghanistan, Yemen, Iran, Pakistan, Jordan
and Nigeria. Human rights activists criticise the
Norwegian government for violating the UN
Convention on the Rights of the Child
(UNCRC) when deporting so called
long-staying children, children who have lived

in the country for years without leave to
remain. The UN convention has been part of
Norwegian law since 2003 and stipulates that
decisions concerning children must be in the
child's best interests.
Amin (16) fled from the Taliban in Uruzgan
province in Afghanistan and came to Norway in
2009 with his mother, father and two younger
siblings. After almost five years, the family was
deported back to Kabul. With the help of
human traffickers, Amin made his way back to
Europe on his own. He has been in prison
twice since his return. Negin (15) came to
Norway in 2009 with her mother, father and
brother Ramtin (10). They claimed asylum
because of political persecution in Iran. In 2014
they were returned to Iran
but feared for their lives since they had
converted to Christianity while in Norway so
they fled to Turkey. There, they have applied
for UNHCR protection as so-called
resettlement refugees and are waiting to be
accepted.
Josephine (17), Richard (14), Marta (12)
and Martens (12) came to Norway with their
mother in 2009 and lived in the small town of

Borkenes in northern Norway for almost five
years until they were sent back to Nigeria. With
the support of friends in Borkenes they made
their way back to Italy where the father lives.
Doaa (21), Gofran (20), Mona (17), Israe (15),
Bayan (12), Sara (9) and Nora (7) from Irbid in
Jordan lived in Norway for almost nine years
before they were deported. The two youngest
sisters were born in Norway. The family has
lost two hearings in the Norwegian court
system and recently their appeal was dismised
by the Supreme Court.
&quot;Return&quot; tells the story of these
young people who were deported after their
families' applications for asylum were rejected.
They lived in Norway between four and nine
years and now, back in their home country, are
displaced again.
The many years abroad prevent them from
returning to school and a normal life.
Andrea Gjestvang visited them after they
were deported - some back in their home
country, others on the run in Europe. Staged
portraits are mixed with images of belongings
they brought from Norway and pictures of their
new life. She also visited the places where they
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lived in Norway. Based on what they told her,
she photographed everyday places and
memories - a former bedroom, the view from
the classroom window, places they used to go.
She also met with their friends and
photographed them in places where they used
to go together.
The current immigration crisis has triggered a
major political debate in many European
countries and even in Scandinavia, attitudes
are changing. Norway is one of the richest
countries in the world and has one of the best
human rights records. Through these images,
Andrea wishes to question the way her country
treats young people who identify themselves
as Norwegians.
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Amin (16) fled from the Taliban in
Uruzgan province in Afghanistan and
came to Norway in 2009 with his
mother, father and two younger
siblings. They were moved to the
small town of Aal. In January 2014,
after almost five years, the family was
deported back to Kabul. With the help
of human traffickers, Amin made his
way back to Europe on his own while
his family has gone into hiding in Iran.
Amin's dream is to have his old life
back - his friends, school, football
and safety for his family. He has been
in prison twice since his return.
© Andrea Gjestvang
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A postcard from Gol in Norway is one
of the few personal belongings which
Amin took with him when he fled
Afghanistan. He keeps it in a small
bag that he carries around on his
shoulder. Amin (16) fled from the
Taliban in Uruzgan province in
Afghanistan and came to Norway in
2009 with his mother, father and two
younger siblings. They were moved to
the small town of Aal. In January
2014, after almost five years, the
family was deported back to Kabul.
With the help of human traffickers,
Amin made his way back to Europe
on his own while his family has gone
into hiding in Iran. Amin's dream is to
have his old life back - his friends,
school, football and safety for his
family. He has been in prison twice
since his return.
© Andrea Gjestvang
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Tobias (17), Aminâ€™s best friend in
Aal, sits on a beaten up rallycross car.
Amin's plan was to become a car
mechanic so he could fix Tobias' car.
"Everything he [Amin] has been
through over the past few years is
something he should have been
without. He didn't needed it. He
should have been here, attended
school and helped me with my car.
We should have been able to do what
we've always done: messing around,
gaming, talking about everything."
Amin (16) fled from the Taliban in
Uruzgan province in Afghanistan and
came to Norway in 2009 with his
mother, father and two younger
siblings. They were moved to the
small town of Aal. In January 2014,
after almost five years, the family was
deported back to Kabul. With the help
of human traffickers, Amin made his
way back to Europe on his own while
his family has gone into hiding in Iran.
Amin's dream is to have his old life
back - his friends, school, football
and safety for his family. He has been
in prison twice since his return.
© Andrea Gjestvang
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The view from Amin's former
classroom in Aal. Amin (16) fled from
the Taliban in Uruzgan province in
Afghanistan and came to Norway in
2009 with his mother, father and two
younger siblings. They were moved to
the small town of Aal. In January
2014, after almost five years, the
family was deported back to Kabul.
With the help of human traffickers,
Amin made his way back to Europe
on his own while his family has gone
into hiding in Iran. Amin's dream is to
have his old life back - his friends,
school, football and safety for his
family. He has been in prison twice
since his return.
© Andrea Gjestvang
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Amind on the Athens metro. He went
to prison for three months in Athens
because he didn't have valid
identification papers. He is supposed
to leave Athens within 30 days of
being released from prison but he
doesn't have a passport or any valid
papers. He is waiting for a call from
the people traffickers who are
supposed to help him to get out of
Greece and on towards northern
Europe. Amin (16) fled from the
Taliban in Uruzgan province in
Afghanistan and came to Norway in
2009 with his mother, father and two
younger siblings. They were moved to
the small town of Aal. In January
2014, after almost five years, the
family was deported back to Kabul.
With the help of human traffickers,
Amin made his way back to Europe
on his own while his family has gone
into hiding in Iran. Amin's dream is to
have his old life back - his friends,
school, football and safety for his
family. He has been in prison twice
since his return.
© Andrea Gjestvang
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The refugeee reception centre in Aal
seen from the apartment where
Afghan refugee Amin lived with his
mother, father and two younger
siblings when they first arrived in
Norway. Amin (16) fled from the
Taliban in Uruzgan province in
Afghanistan and came to Norway in
2009 with his mother, father and two
younger siblings. They were moved to
the small town of Aal. In January
2014, after almost five years, the
family was deported back to Kabul.
With the help of human traffickers,
Amin made his way back to Europe
on his own while his family has gone
into hiding in Iran. Amin's dream is to
have his old life back - his friends,
school, football and safety for his
family. He has been in prison twice
since his return.
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Amin's old bedroom in Aal refugee
reception centre. From his room,
Amin used to watch his younger
brother playing with other children.
On Sundays he would usually clean
up his room. Amin (16) fled from the
Taliban in Uruzgan province in
Afghanistan and came to Norway in
2009 with his mother, father and two
younger siblings. They were moved to
the small town of Aal. In January
2014, after almost five years, the
family was deported back to Kabul.
With the help of human traffickers,
Amin made his way back to Europe
on his own while his family has gone
into hiding in Iran. Amin's dream is to
have his old life back - his friends,
school, football and safety for his
family. He has been in prison twice
since his return.
© Andrea Gjestvang
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The playground at the refugee centre
where Amin lived in Aal. Amin (16)
fled from the Taliban in Uruzgan
province in Afghanistan and came to
Norway in 2009 with his mother,
father and two younger siblings. They
were moved to the small town of Aal.
In January 2014, after almost five
years, the family was deported back
to Kabul. With the help of human
traffickers, Amin made his way back
to Europe on his own while his family
has gone into hiding in Iran. Amin's
dream is to have his old life back - his
friends, school, football and safety for
his family. He has been in prison
twice since his return.
© Andrea Gjestvang
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A dog approaches Amin as he sits on
a wall in Athens. He went to prison for
three months in Athens because he
didn't have valid identification papers.
He is supposed to leave Athens
within 30 days of being released from
prison but he doesn't have a passport
or any valid papers. He is waiting for
a call from the people traffickers who
are supposed to help him to get out
of Greece and on towards northern
Europe. Amin (16) fled from the
Taliban in Uruzgan province in
Afghanistan and came to Norway in
2009 with his mother, father and two
younger siblings. They were moved to
the small town of Aal. In January
2014, after almost five years, the
family was deported back to Kabul.
With the help of human traffickers,
Amin made his way back to Europe
on his own while his family has gone
into hiding in Iran. Amin's dream is to
have his old life back - his friends,
school, football and safety for his
family. He has been in prison twice
since his return.
© Andrea Gjestvang
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The river Rotneim near Aal in Norway
where Amin used to go fishing with
his friends. If Amin caught a lot of fish
he'd come back to this spot with his
family and grill the fish on a fire. Amin
(16) fled from the Taliban in Uruzgan
province in Afghanistan and came to
Norway in 2009 with his mother,
father and two younger siblings. They
were moved to the small town of Aal.
In January 2014, after almost five
years, the family was deported back
to Kabul. With the help of human
traffickers, Amin made his way back
to Europe on his own while his family
has gone into hiding in Iran. Amin's
dream is to have his old life back - his
friends, school, football and safety for
his family. He has been in prison
twice since his return.
© Andrea Gjestvang
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Negin (15) sits on the edge of a
swimming pool in Bolu. She fled from
Iran with her mother, father and
brother Ramtin (10) because of
political persecution. They came to
Norway in 2009 and applied for
asylum. They were settled in Farsund
in southern Norway. In Iran they had
been active in the political opposition
and lived as secular Muslims. In
Farsund they converted to the
Pentecostal Church and the father
started a missionary blog. In 2014 the
were deported back to Iran where
they feared for their lives as they had
converted to Christianity. They
decided to flee their country again
and made their way to Turkey with
the help of human traffickers. In
Turkey they applied for protection
under UNHCR as quota (or
resettlement) refugees - refugees who
can't be resettled permanently in the
country where they are living and are
offered resettlement in a third
country. In the meantime they are
living in Bolu. The children are not
going to school and the parents are
not allowed to work. The Pentecostal
Church in Farsund is covering their
living expenses and friends are
paying for Negin's swimming
excercise.
© Andrea Gjestvang
Date:20151102
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Writing on Negin's old desk in their
former house in Farsund, Norway.
The desk is still in their old house a
year and a half after they were
deported. Negin (15) fled from Iran
with her mother, father and brother
Ramtin (10) because of political
persecution. They came to Norway in
2009 and applied for asylum. They
were settled in Farsund in southern
Norway. In Iran they had been active
in the political opposition and lived as
secular Muslims. In Farsund they
converted to the Pentecostal Church
and the father started a missionary
blog. In 2014 the were deported back
to Iran where they feared for their
lives as they had converted to
Christianity. They decided to flee their
country again and made their way to
Turkey with the help of human
traffickers. In Turkey they applied for
protection under UNHCR as quota (or
resettlement) refugees - refugees who
can't be resettled permanently in the
country where they are living and are
offered resettlement in a third
country. In the meantime they are
living in Bolu. The children are not
going to school and the parents are
not allowed to work. The Pentecostal
Church in Farsund is covering their
living expenses and friends are
paying for Negin's swimming
excercise.
© Andrea Gjestvang
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A girl from Afghanistan plays in the
garden of the house where Negin
used to live with her family in
Farsund, Norway. The girl and her
family have moved into Negin's
former home. Negin (15) fled from
Iran with her mother, father and
brother Ramtin (10) because of
political persecution. They came to
Norway in 2009 and applied for
asylum. They were settled in Farsund
in southern Norway. In Iran they had
been active in the political opposition
and lived as secular Muslims. In
Farsund they converted to the
Pentecostal Church and the father
started a missionary blog. In 2014 the
were deported back to Iran where
they feared for their lives as they had
converted to Christianity. They
decided to flee their country again
and made their way to Turkey with
the help of human traffickers. In
Turkey they applied for protection
under UNHCR as quota (or
resettlement) refugees - refugees who
can't be resettled permanently in the
country where they are living and are
offered resettlement in a third
country. In the meantime they are
living in Bolu. The children are not
going to school and the parents are
not allowed to work. The Pentecostal
Church in Farsund is covering their
living expenses and friends are
paying for Negin's swimming
excercise.
© Andrea Gjestvang
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Negin lies on her mother's lap. ^My
life now is very difficult, much more
difficult than it used to be. I feel
depressed and I often think back to
the good days I had before. I think of
the house I lived in, my friends, my
swimming group. All the things I had,
all the clothes I had. Even all my nail
polish. It's hard to think all the time.
Small things make me cry.^ Negin
(15) fled from Iran with her mother,
father and brother Ramtin (10)
because of political persecution. They
came to Norway in 2009 and applied
for asylum. They were settled in
Farsund in southern Norway. In Iran
they had been active in the political
opposition and lived as secular
Muslims. In Farsund they converted
to the Pentecostal Church and the
father started a missionary blog. In
2014 the were deported back to Iran
where they feared for their lives as
they had converted to Christianity.
They decided to flee their country
again and made their way to Turkey
with the help of human traffickers. In
Turkey they applied for protection
under UNHCR as quota (or
resettlement) refugees - refugees who
can't be resettled permanently in the
country where they are living and are
offered resettlement in a third
country. In the meantime they are
living in Bolu. The children are not
going to school and the parents are
not allowed to work. The Pentecostal
Church in Farsund is covering their
living expenses and friends are
paying for Negin's swimming
excercise.
© Andrea Gjestvang
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Negin's father, Amin, her mother
Zahra and her younger brother
Ramtin (10) are waiting for an answer
from the UN. They have applied for
registration as resettlement (quota)
refugees by the UNHCR and their
dream is that Norway will offer them
resettlement.Negin (15, not in the
picture) fled from Iran with her
mother, father and brother Ramtin
(10) because of political persecution.
They came to Norway in 2009 and
applied for asylum. They were settled
in Farsund in southern Norway. In Iran
they had been active in the political
opposition and lived as secular
Muslims. In Farsund they converted
to the Pentecostal Church and the
father started a missionary blog. In
2014 the were deported back to Iran
where they feared for their lives as
they had converted to Christianity.
They decided to flee their country
again and made their way to Turkey
with the help of human traffickers. In
Turkey they applied for protection
under UNHCR as quota (or
resettlement) refugees - refugees who
can't be resettled permanently in the
country where they are living and are
offered resettlement in a third
country. In the meantime they are
living in Bolu. The children are not
going to school and the parents are
not allowed to work. The Pentecostal
Church in Farsund is covering their
living expenses and friends are
paying for Negin's swimming
excercise.
© Andrea Gjestvang
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Negin sits on a sofa in the family's
apartment in Bolu. She doesn't speak
Turkish and the family doesn't have
enough money to send her to school
while they wait for a decision from the
UN. She hasn't attended school since
they left Norway, one and a half years
ago. Negin (15) fled from Iran with her
mother, father and brother Ramtin
(10) because of political persecution.
They came to Norway in 2009 and
applied for asylum. They were settled
in Farsund in southern Norway. In Iran
they had been active in the political
opposition and lived as secular
Muslims. In Farsund they converted
to the Pentecostal Church and the
father started a missionary blog. In
2014 the were deported back to Iran
where they feared for their lives as
they had converted to Christianity.
They decided to flee their country
again and made their way to Turkey
with the help of human traffickers. In
Turkey they applied for protection
under UNHCR as quota (or
resettlement) refugees - refugees who
can't be resettled permanently in the
country where they are living and are
offered resettlement in a third
country. In the meantime they are
living in Bolu. The children are not
going to school and the parents are
not allowed to work. The Pentecostal
Church in Farsund is covering their
living expenses and friends are
paying for Negin's swimming
excercise.
© Andrea Gjestvang
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Negin has kept the keys to the house
in Farsund where the family lived in
Norway until they were deported.
Negin (15) fled from Iran with her
mother, father and brother Ramtin
(10) because of political persecution.
They came to Norway in 2009 and
applied for asylum. They were settled
in Farsund in southern Norway. In Iran
they had been active in the political
opposition and lived as secular
Muslims. In Farsund they converted
to the Pentecostal Church and the
father started a missionary blog. In
2014 the were deported back to Iran
where they feared for their lives as
they had converted to Christianity.
They decided to flee their country
again and made their way to Turkey
with the help of human traffickers. In
Turkey they applied for protection
under UNHCR as quota (or
resettlement) refugees - refugees who
can't be resettled permanently in the
country where they are living and are
offered resettlement in a third
country. In the meantime they are
living in Bolu. The children are not
going to school and the parents are
not allowed to work. The Pentecostal
Church in Farsund is covering their
living expenses and friends are
paying for Negin's swimming
excercise.
© Andrea Gjestvang
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Negin's best friends Vaarin (15) and
Sunniva (15) sit on the school football
field where they used to play together
in Farsund. Negin (15, not in the
picture) fled from Iran with her
mother, father and brother Ramtin
(10) because of political persecution.
They came to Norway in 2009 and
applied for asylum. They were settled
in Farsund in southern Norway. In Iran
they had been active in the political
opposition and lived as secular
Muslims. In Farsund they converted
to the Pentecostal Church and the
father started a missionary blog. In
2014 the were deported back to Iran
where they feared for their lives as
they had converted to Christianity.
They decided to flee their country
again and made their way to Turkey
with the help of human traffickers. In
Turkey they applied for protection
under UNHCR as quota (or
resettlement) refugees - refugees who
can't be resettled permanently in the
country where they are living and are
offered resettlement in a third
country. In the meantime they are
living in Bolu. The children are not
going to school and the parents are
not allowed to work. The Pentecostal
Church in Farsund is covering their
living expenses and friends are
paying for Negin's swimming
excercise.
© Andrea Gjestvang
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The place where Negin and her
younger brother Ramtin used to go
swimming with friends in
Farsund.Negin (15) fled from Iran with
her mother, father and brother Ramtin
(10) because of political persecution.
They came to Norway in 2009 and
applied for asylum. They were settled
in Farsund in southern Norway. In Iran
they had been active in the political
opposition and lived as secular
Muslims. In Farsund they converted
to the Pentecostal Church and the
father started a missionary blog. In
2014 the were deported back to Iran
where they feared for their lives as
they had converted to Christianity.
They decided to flee their country
again and made their way to Turkey
with the help of human traffickers. In
Turkey they applied for protection
under UNHCR as quota (or
resettlement) refugees - refugees who
can't be resettled permanently in the
country where they are living and are
offered resettlement in a third
country. In the meantime they are
living in Bolu. The children are not
going to school and the parents are
not allowed to work. The Pentecostal
Church in Farsund is covering their
living expenses and friends are
paying for Negin's swimming
excercise.
© Andrea Gjestvang
Date:20150724
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From left to right: Negin, Amin, Zahra
and Ramtin pray before breakfast in
their home in Bolu. Negin (15) fled
from Iran with her mother, father and
brother Ramtin (10) because of
political persecution. They came to
Norway in 2009 and applied for
asylum. They were settled in Farsund
in southern Norway. In Iran they had
been active in the political opposition
and lived as secular Muslims. In
Farsund they converted to the
Pentecostal Church and the father
started a missionary blog. In 2014 the
were deported back to Iran where
they feared for their lives as they had
converted to Christianity. They
decided to flee their country again
and made their way to Turkey with
the help of human traffickers. In
Turkey they applied for protection
under UNHCR as quota (or
resettlement) refugees - refugees who
can't be resettled permanently in the
country where they are living and are
offered resettlement in a third
country. In the meantime they are
living in Bolu. The children are not
going to school and the parents are
not allowed to work. The Pentecostal
Church in Farsund is covering their
living expenses and friends are
paying for Negin's swimming
excercise.
© Andrea Gjestvang
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Negin sits on her bed in the family
apartment in Bolu.Negin (15) fled from
Iran with her mother, father and
brother Ramtin (10) because of
political persecution. They came to
Norway in 2009 and applied for
asylum. They were settled in Farsund
in southern Norway. In Iran they had
been active in the political opposition
and lived as secular Muslims. In
Farsund they converted to the
Pentecostal Church and the father
started a missionary blog. In 2014 the
were deported back to Iran where
they feared for their lives as they had
converted to Christianity. They
decided to flee their country again
and made their way to Turkey with
the help of human traffickers. In
Turkey they applied for protection
under UNHCR as quota (or
resettlement) refugees - refugees who
can't be resettled permanently in the
country where they are living and are
offered resettlement in a third
country. In the meantime they are
living in Bolu. The children are not
going to school and the parents are
not allowed to work. The Pentecostal
Church in Farsund is covering their
living expenses and friends are
paying for Negin's swimming
excercise.
© Andrea Gjestvang
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The bedroom in Negin's old home in
Farsund.Negin (15) fled from Iran with
her mother, father and brother Ramtin
(10) because of political persecution.
They came to Norway in 2009 and
applied for asylum. They were settled
in Farsund in southern Norway. In Iran
they had been active in the political
opposition and lived as secular
Muslims. In Farsund they converted
to the Pentecostal Church and the
father started a missionary blog. In
2014 the were deported back to Iran
where they feared for their lives as
they had converted to Christianity.
They decided to flee their country
again and made their way to Turkey
with the help of human traffickers. In
Turkey they applied for protection
under UNHCR as quota (or
resettlement) refugees - refugees who
can't be resettled permanently in the
country where they are living and are
offered resettlement in a third
country. In the meantime they are
living in Bolu. The children are not
going to school and the parents are
not allowed to work. The Pentecostal
Church in Farsund is covering their
living expenses and friends are
paying for Negin's swimming
excercise.
© Andrea Gjestvang
Date:20150724
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Fluorescent stars on the ceiling of
Negin's bedroom - the last thing she
sees before falling asleep. She had
the same type of stars in the family's
home in Farsund in Norway. Negin
(15) fled from Iran with her mother,
father and brother Ramtin (10)
because of political persecution. They
came to Norway in 2009 and applied
for asylum. They were settled in
Farsund in southern Norway. In Iran
they had been active in the political
opposition and lived as secular
Muslims. In Farsund they converted
to the Pentecostal Church and the
father started a missionary blog. In
2014 the were deported back to Iran
where they feared for their lives as
they had converted to Christianity.
They decided to flee their country
again and made their way to Turkey
with the help of human traffickers. In
Turkey they applied for protection
under UNHCR as quota (or
resettlement) refugees - refugees who
can't be resettled permanently in the
country where they are living and are
offered resettlement in a third
country. In the meantime they are
living in Bolu. The children are not
going to school and the parents are
not allowed to work. The Pentecostal
Church in Farsund is covering their
living expenses and friends are
paying for Negin's swimming
excercise.
© Andrea Gjestvang
Date:20150708
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^I feel free when I swim - like a fish.^
Negin exercises two hours in the
swimming pool every day. Her goal is
to participate in the Olympics on
day.Negin (15) fled from Iran with her
mother, father and brother Ramtin
(10) because of political persecution.
They came to Norway in 2009 and
applied for asylum. They were settled
in Farsund in southern Norway. In Iran
they had been active in the political
opposition and lived as secular
Muslims. In Farsund they converted
to the Pentecostal Church and the
father started a missionary blog. In
2014 the were deported back to Iran
where they feared for their lives as
they had converted to Christianity.
They decided to flee their country
again and made their way to Turkey
with the help of human traffickers. In
Turkey they applied for protection
under UNHCR as quota (or
resettlement) refugees - refugees who
can't be resettled permanently in the
country where they are living and are
offered resettlement in a third
country. In the meantime they are
living in Bolu. The children are not
going to school and the parents are
not allowed to work. The Pentecostal
Church in Farsund is covering their
living expenses and friends are
paying for Negin's swimming
excercise.
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Martens (12) and Marta (12) outside
their home in Verona, Italy. Martens
(12), Marta (12), Richard (14) and
Josephine (17) came to Norway in
2009 with their mother. Their father
lost his sight in a work accident, then
lost his job and finally the family
home. He sent his wife and four
children to Norway where the mother
told the authorities that they were
fleeing Nigeria because of the threat
of female circumcision. When the
authorities decided that this was a lie
the family's application was rejected.
While in Norway the family lived in the
small town of Borkenes in northern
Norway where the children started
school. In 2014, after almost five
years in Norway they were deported
back to Nigeria. After four months in
Lagos they travelled back to Europe,
to Italy, with the support of the
Baptist congregation and local
supporters in Borkenes. Their
benefactors also pay for their rent,
their food and the children's school
fees.
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Highway 83 between Borkenes and
Harstad in northern Norway. This
road was one of the last things the
Martens (12), Marta (12), Richard (14)
and Josephine (17) saw when they
were deported by police early in the
morning of 24 September 2014.
Martens (12), Marta (12), Richard (14)
and Josephine (17) came to Norway
in 2009 with their mother. Their father
lost his sight in a work accident, then
lost his job and finally the family
home. He sent his wife and four
children to Norway where the mother
told the authorities that they were
fleeing Nigeria because of the threat
of female circumcision. When the
authorities decided that this was a lie
the family's application was rejected.
While in Norway the family lived in the
small town of Borkenes in northern
Norway where the children started
school. In 2014, after almost five
years in Norway they were deported
back to Nigeria. After four months in
Lagos they travelled back to Europe,
to Italy, with the support of the
Baptist congregation and local
supporters in Borkenes. Their
benefactors also pay for their rent,
their food and the children's school
fees.
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Interior from the refugee centre in
Borkenes where Martens (12), Marta
(12), Richard (14) and Josephine (17)
and their mother lived. Martens (12),
Marta (12), Richard (14) and
Josephine (17) came to Norway in
2009 with their mother. Their father
lost his sight in a work accident, then
lost his job and finally the family
home. He sent his wife and four
children to Norway where the mother
told the authorities that they were
fleeing Nigeria because of the threat
of female circumcision. When the
authorities decided that this was a lie
the family's application was rejected.
While in Norway the family lived in the
small town of Borkenes in northern
Norway where the children started
school. In 2014, after almost five
years in Norway they were deported
back to Nigeria. After four months in
Lagos they travelled back to Europe,
to Italy, with the support of the
Baptist congregation and local
supporters in Borkenes. Their
benefactors also pay for their rent,
their food and the children's school
fees.
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Richard (14) from Nigeria talking
about his friends in Borkenes: "We
were a good bunch of friends, really.
We did normal Norwegian things went on training, did homework
together. Sometimes we had guys'
night where we ate pizza, played
playstation, hung out on the streets or
went to the movies or bowling. I miss
them terribly. Here in Italy I don't
know so many people, sometimes I'm
alone. But I'm used to it. When I
came here I got used to it." Martens
(12), Marta (12), Richard (14) and
Josephine (17) came to Norway in
2009 with their mother. Their father
lost his sight in a work accident, then
lost his job and finally the family
home. He sent his wife and four
children to Norway where the mother
told the authorities that they were
fleeing Nigeria because of the threat
of female circumcision. When the
authorities decided that this was a lie
the family's application was rejected.
While in Norway the family lived in the
small town of Borkenes in northern
Norway where the children started
school. In 2014, after almost five
years in Norway they were deported
back to Nigeria. After four months in
Lagos they travelled back to Europe,
to Italy, with the support of the
Baptist congregation and local
supporters in Borkenes. Their
benefactors also pay for their rent,
their food and the children's school
fees.
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Johanne (15), the best friend of
Richard (14), from Nigeria, sits under
bushes in her garden. This place was
her and Richard's secret place.
Martens (12), Marta (12), Richard (14)
and Josephine (17) came to Norway
in 2009 with their mother. Their father
lost his sight in a work accident, then
lost his job and finally the family
home. He sent his wife and four
children to Norway where the mother
told the authorities that they were
fleeing Nigeria because of the threat
of female circumcision. When the
authorities decided that this was a lie
the family's application was rejected.
While in Norway the family lived in the
small town of Borkenes in northern
Norway where the children started
school. In 2014, after almost five
years in Norway they were deported
back to Nigeria. After four months in
Lagos they travelled back to Europe,
to Italy, with the support of the
Baptist congregation and local
supporters in Borkenes. Their
benefactors also pay for their rent,
their food and the children's school
fees.
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A pair of football shoes, one of the
few items Richard (14) took with him
when the Norwegian police came to
deport the family on 24 September
2014. The shoes remind him of
happier times and scoring goals.
Martens (12), Marta (12), Richard (14)
and Josephine (17) came to Norway
in 2009 with their mother. Their father
lost his sight in a work accident, then
lost his job and finally the family
home. He sent his wife and four
children to Norway where the mother
told the authorities that they were
fleeing Nigeria because of the threat
of female circumcision. When the
authorities decided that this was a lie
the family's application was rejected.
While in Norway the family lived in the
small town of Borkenes in northern
Norway where the children started
school. In 2014, after almost five
years in Norway they were deported
back to Nigeria. After four months in
Lagos they travelled back to Europe,
to Italy, with the support of the
Baptist congregation and local
supporters in Borkenes. Their
benefactors also pay for their rent,
their food and the children's school
fees.
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Letters sent by Marta and Martens'
classmates in Norway are stuck to
the wardrobe in their apartment in
Verona, Italy. Martens (12), Marta
(12), Richard (14) and Josephine (17)
came to Norway in 2009 with their
mother. Their father lost his sight in a
work accident, then lost his job and
finally the family home. He sent his
wife and four children to Norway
where the mother told the authorities
that they were fleeing Nigeria
because of the threat of female
circumcision. When the authorities
decided that this was a lie the family's
application was rejected. While in
Norway the family lived in the small
town of Borkenes in northern Norway
where the children started school. In
2014, after almost five years in
Norway they were deported back to
Nigeria. After four months in Lagos
they travelled back to Europe, to Italy,
with the support of the Baptist
congregation and local supporters in
Borkenes. Their benefactors also pay
for their rent, their food and the
children's school fees.
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Marta and Josephine do their
homework in Verona. They speak
Italian and are attending school but
because they lost many years in the
Italian school system while in Norway
they are not in the same class as
other children their age. Martens (12),
Marta (12), Richard (14) and
Josephine (17) came to Norway in
2009 with their mother. Their father
lost his sight in a work accident, then
lost his job and finally the family
home. He sent his wife and four
children to Norway where the mother
told the authorities that they were
fleeing Nigeria because of the threat
of female circumcision. When the
authorities decided that this was a lie
the family's application was rejected.
While in Norway the family lived in the
small town of Borkenes in northern
Norway where the children started
school. In 2014, after almost five
years in Norway they were deported
back to Nigeria. After four months in
Lagos they travelled back to Europe,
to Italy, with the support of the
Baptist congregation and local
supporters in Borkenes. Their
benefactors also pay for their rent,
their food and the children's school
fees.
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Bunkbeds in the bedroom in a
refugee reception centre where
Josephine, Richard, Marta and
Martens lived in Borkenes. Martens
(12), Marta (12), Richard (14) and
Josephine (17) came to Norway in
2009 with their mother. Their father
lost his sight in a work accident, then
lost his job and finally the family
home. He sent his wife and four
children to Norway where the mother
told the authorities that they were
fleeing Nigeria because of the threat
of female circumcision. When the
authorities decided that this was a lie
the family's application was rejected.
While in Norway the family lived in the
small town of Borkenes in northern
Norway where the children started
school. In 2014, after almost five
years in Norway they were deported
back to Nigeria. After four months in
Lagos they travelled back to Europe,
to Italy, with the support of the
Baptist congregation and local
supporters in Borkenes. Their
benefactors also pay for their rent,
their food and the children's school
fees.
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Hay bales lie on a field overlooking
the sea below the refugee reception
center in Borkenes where Josephine,
Richard, Marta and Martens lived.
Martens (12), Marta (12), Richard (14)
and Josephine (17) came to Norway
in 2009 with their mother. Their father
lost his sight in a work accident, then
lost his job and finally the family
home. He sent his wife and four
children to Norway where the mother
told the authorities that they were
fleeing Nigeria because of the threat
of female circumcision. When the
authorities decided that this was a lie
the family's application was rejected.
While in Norway the family lived in the
small town of Borkenes in northern
Norway where the children started
school. In 2014, after almost five
years in Norway they were deported
back to Nigeria. After four months in
Lagos they travelled back to Europe,
to Italy, with the support of the
Baptist congregation and local
supporters in Borkenes. Their
benefactors also pay for their rent,
their food and the children's school
fees.
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Josephine (17) lies on her bed in
Verona. After their story was
published by the Norwegian media
some readers wrote comment like
this one: "Why did your parents have
children when they knew they
couldn't take care of you?" Martens
(12), Marta (12), Richard (14) and
Josephine (17) came to Norway in
2009 with their mother. Their father
lost his sight in a work accident, then
lost his job and finally the family
home. He sent his wife and four
children to Norway where the mother
told the authorities that they were
fleeing Nigeria because of the threat
of female circumcision. When the
authorities decided that this was a lie
the family's application was rejected.
While in Norway the family lived in the
small town of Borkenes in northern
Norway where the children started
school. In 2014, after almost five
years in Norway they were deported
back to Nigeria. After four months in
Lagos they travelled back to Europe,
to Italy, with the support of the
Baptist congregation and local
supporters in Borkenes. Their
benefactors also pay for their rent,
their food and the children's school
fees.
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The bedsheets of Josephine (17) in
Verona. Martens (12), Marta (12),
Richard (14) and Josephine (17) came
to Norway in 2009 with their mother.
Their father lost his sight in a work
accident, then lost his job and finally
the family home. He sent his wife and
four children to Norway where the
mother told the authorities that they
were fleeing Nigeria because of the
threat of female circumcision. When
the authorities decided that this was a
lie the family's application was
rejected. While in Norway the family
lived in the small town of Borkenes in
northern Norway where the children
started school. In 2014, after almost
five years in Norway they were
deported back to Nigeria. After four
months in Lagos they travelled back
to Europe, to Italy, with the support of
the Baptist congregation and local
supporters in Borkenes. Their
benefactors also pay for their rent,
their food and the children's school
fees.
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The seven al Zanghari sisters - front
from the left: Bayan (12), Sara (9) and
Nora (7). Back from the left Doa (21),
Israe (15), Gofran (20) and Mona (17)
outside their home in Irbid, Jordan.
The seven sisters - Bayan (12), Sara
(9) and Nora (7), Doa (21), Israe (15),
Gofran (20) and Mona (17) - came to
Norway with their parents in 2004 and
told the authorities that they were
stateless refugees from Palestine.
They moved to Namsos and the
children started school. The two
youngest daughters were born in
Namsos. When the authorities found
out that they were Palestinians living
in Jordan their application for asylum
was denied. After their case was
considered for nine years they were
deported back to Jordan. Now they
live with relatives in Irdib and none of
the girls attends school.
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The view from the sisters' home in
Namsos, Norway. The seven al
Zanghari sisters - Bayan (12), Sara (9)
and Nora (7), Doa (21), Israe (15),
Gofran (20) and Mona (17) - came to
Norway with their parents in 2004 and
told the authorities that they were
stateless refugees from Palestine.
They moved to Namsos and the
children started school. The two
youngest daughters were born in
Namsos. When the authorities found
out that they were Palestinians living
in Jordan their application for asylum
was denied. After their case was
considered for nine years they were
deported back to Jordan. Now they
live with relatives in Irdib and none of
the girls attends school.
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A view of the town of Irbid in Jordan.
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The al Zanghari sisters helping their
mother picking grape leaves. They
are making 'Warak Diwali', stuffed
grape leaves, for dinner. The seven al
Zanghari sisters - Bayan (12), Sara (9)
and Nora (7), Doa (21), Israe (15),
Gofran (20) and Mona (17) - came to
Norway with their parents in 2004 and
told the authorities that they were
stateless refugees from Palestine.
They moved to Namsos and the
children started school. The two
youngest daughters were born in
Namsos. When the authorities found
out that they were Palestinians living
in Jordan their application for asylum
was denied. After their case was
considered for nine years they were
deported back to Jordan. Now they
live with relatives in Irdib and none of
the girls attends school.
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Plastic chairs outside the former
home of the seven al Zanghari sisters
in Namsos, Norway. The seven al
Zanghari sisters - Bayan (12), Sara (9)
and Nora (7), Doa (21), Israe (15),
Gofran (20) and Mona (17) - came to
Norway with their parents in 2004 and
told the authorities that they were
stateless refugees from Palestine.
They moved to Namsos and the
children started school. The two
youngest daughters were born in
Namsos. When the authorities found
out that they were Palestinians living
in Jordan their application for asylum
was denied. After their case was
considered for nine years they were
deported back to Jordan. Now they
live with relatives in Irdib and none of
the girls attends school.
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Gofran (20) and Nora (7) take a nap
on the sofa. Since they have lost a
number of years of schooling in
Jordan and don't write or speak
Arabic well enough they are not able
to go to school in Irbid. Their days are
spent mostly indoors, sleeping,
helping their mother around the
house, watching TV and talking with
friends in Norway on Facebook. The
seven al Zanghari sisters - Bayan (12),
Sara (9) and Nora (7), Doa (21), Israe
(15), Gofran (20) and Mona (17) came to Norway with their parents in
2004 and told the authorities that they
were stateless refugees from
Palestine. They moved to Namsos
and the children started school. The
two youngest daughters were born in
Namsos. When the authorities found
out that they were Palestinians living
in Jordan their application for asylum
was denied. After their case was
considered for nine years they were
deported back to Jordan. Now they
live with relatives in Irdib and none of
the girls attends school.
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Israe (15) combs Bayan's (12) hair
while Mona (17 reads in the bedroom
in Irbid. Since they have lost a
number of years of schooling in
Jordan and don't write or speak
Arabic well enough they are not able
to go to school in Irbid. Their days are
spent mostly indoors, sleeping,
helping their mother around the
house, watching TV and talking with
friends in Norway on Facebook. The
seven al Zanghari sisters - Bayan (12),
Sara (9) and Nora (7), Doa (21), Israe
(15), Gofran (20) and Mona (17) came to Norway with their parents in
2004 and told the authorities that they
were stateless refugees from
Palestine. They moved to Namsos
and the children started school. The
two youngest daughters were born in
Namsos. When the authorities found
out that they were Palestinians living
in Jordan their application for asylum
was denied. After their case was
considered for nine years they were
deported back to Jordan. Now they
live with relatives in Irdib and none of
the girls attends school.
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Bayan's friends Frida, Gyda and Lisa
on the playground where they used to
hang out toghether in Namsos. The
seven al Zanghari sisters - Bayan (12),
Sara (9) and Nora (7), Doa (21), Israe
(15), Gofran (20) and Mona (17) came to Norway with their parents in
2004 and told the authorities that they
were stateless refugees from
Palestine. They moved to Namsos
and the children started school. The
two youngest daughters were born in
Namsos. When the authorities found
out that they were Palestinians living
in Jordan their application for asylum
was denied. After their case was
considered for nine years they were
deported back to Jordan. Now they
live with relatives in Irdib and none of
the girls attends school.
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Gyda wears a half of the friendship
chain she and Bayan (12) bought
before she was deported back to
Jordan. The seven al Zanghari
sisters - Bayan (12), Sara (9) and Nora
(7), Doa (21), Israe (15), Gofran (20)
and Mona (17) - came to Norway with
their parents in 2004 and told the
authorities that they were stateless
refugees from Palestine. They moved
to Namsos and the children started
school. The two youngest daughters
were born in Namsos. When the
authorities found out that they were
Palestinians living in Jordan their
application for asylum was denied.
After their case was considered for
nine years they were deported back
to Jordan. Now they live with relatives
in Irdib and none of the girls attends
school.
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A picture in the stairway of the
primary school in Namsos where Sara
(9), Bayan (12) and Israe (15) were
pupils. The seven al Zanghari sisters
- Bayan (12), Sara (9) and Nora (7),
Doa (21), Israe (15), Gofran (20) and
Mona (17) - came to Norway with
their parents in 2004 and told the
authorities that they were stateless
refugees from Palestine. They moved
to Namsos and the children started
school. The two youngest daughters
were born in Namsos. When the
authorities found out that they were
Palestinians living in Jordan their
application for asylum was denied.
After their case was considered for
nine years they were deported back
to Jordan. Now they live with relatives
in Irdib and none of the girls attends
school.
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Doa (21), Mona (17) and Gofran (20)
keep in touch with friends in Norway
via Facebook on their mobile phones,
sitting on the sofa in the living room in
their apartment in Irdib. The seven al
Zanghari sisters - Bayan (12), Sara (9)
and Nora (7), Doa (21), Israe (15),
Gofran (20) and Mona (17) - came to
Norway with their parents in 2004 and
told the authorities that they were
stateless refugees from Palestine.
They moved to Namsos and the
children started school. The two
youngest daughters were born in
Namsos. When the authorities found
out that they were Palestinians living
in Jordan their application for asylum
was denied. After their case was
considered for nine years they were
deported back to Jordan. Now they
live with relatives in Irdib and none of
the girls attends school.
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Gofran (20) in the yard of their home
in Irbid, Jordan. The seven al
Zanghari sisters - Bayan (12), Sara (9)
and Nora (7), Doa (21), Israe (15),
Gofran (20) and Mona (17) - came to
Norway with their parents in 2004 and
told the authorities that they were
stateless refugees from Palestine.
They moved to Namsos and the
children started school. The two
youngest daughters were born in
Namsos. When the authorities found
out that they were Palestinians living
in Jordan their application for asylum
was denied. After their case was
considered for nine years they were
deported back to Jordan. Now they
live with relatives in Irdib and none of
the girls attends school.
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Gofran (20) shows her wedding ring
on her hand. She married a man from
Jordan who lives in Denmark. She is
waiting for permission from the
embassy to travel to visit him. It is her
chance to get away from Jordan.
Girls without education have few
prospects there. The seven al
Zanghari sisters - Bayan (12), Sara (9)
and Nora (7), Doa (21), Israe (15),
Gofran (20) and Mona (17) - came to
Norway with their parents in 2004 and
told the authorities that they were
stateless refugees from Palestine.
They moved to Namsos and the
children started school. The two
youngest daughters were born in
Namsos. When the authorities found
out that they were Palestinians living
in Jordan their application for asylum
was denied. After their case was
considered for nine years they were
deported back to Jordan. Now they
live with relatives in Irdib and none of
the girls attends school.
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Israe (15) was three and a half years
old when she moved to Norway from
Jordan. She lived in Namsos in
Norway for nine years before the
family was deported. "If I come back
to Norway I will take off my hijab. I'll
do what I want - go out with my
friends, and go with my sisters into
town. There we can make what we
want of our lives. Here there is
nothing we can do. But it is not we
who decide over our lives. Others
do." The seven al Zanghari sisters Bayan (12), Sara (9) and Nora (7), Doa
(21), Israe (15), Gofran (20) and Mona
(17) - came to Norway with their
parents in 2004 and told the
authorities that they were stateless
refugees from Palestine. They moved
to Namsos and the children started
school. The two youngest daughters
were born in Namsos. When the
authorities found out that they were
Palestinians living in Jordan their
application for asylum was denied.
After their case was considered for
nine years they were deported back
to Jordan. Now they live with relatives
in Irdib and none of the girls attends
school.
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A small box with photos of her
classmates from Norway which
Bayan (12) got from her friends after
she was deported. The seven al
Zanghari sisters - Bayan (12), Sara (9)
and Nora (7), Doa (21), Israe (15),
Gofran (20) and Mona (17) - came to
Norway with their parents in 2004 and
told the authorities that they were
stateless refugees from Palestine.
They moved to Namsos and the
children started school. The two
youngest daughters were born in
Namsos. When the authorities found
out that they were Palestinians living
in Jordan their application for asylum
was denied. After their case was
considered for nine years they were
deported back to Jordan. Now they
live with relatives in Irdib and none of
the girls attends school.
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Nora (7) and Sara (9) play in the court
yard of their home. They only speak
Norwegian with each other. Because
their Norwegian birth certificates are
not valid in Jordan, they don't have
any rights to go to school here. The
seven al Zanghari sisters - Bayan (12),
Sara (9) and Nora (7), Doa (21), Israe
(15), Gofran (20) and Mona (17) came to Norway with their parents in
2004 and told the authorities that they
were stateless refugees from
Palestine. They moved to Namsos
and the children started school. The
two youngest daughters were born in
Namsos. When the authorities found
out that they were Palestinians living
in Jordan their application for asylum
was denied. After their case was
considered for nine years they were
deported back to Jordan. Now they
live with relatives in Irdib and none of
the girls attends school.
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Sara (9) in the garden in Irbid. The
seven al Zanghari sisters - Bayan (12),
Sara (9) and Nora (7), Doa (21), Israe
(15), Gofran (20) and Mona (17) came to Norway with their parents in
2004 and told the authorities that they
were stateless refugees from
Palestine. They moved to Namsos
and the children started school. The
two youngest daughters were born in
Namsos. When the authorities found
out that they were Palestinians living
in Jordan their application for asylum
was denied. After their case was
considered for nine years they were
deported back to Jordan. Now they
live with relatives in Irdib and none of
the girls attends school.
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